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Sunny Sunflowers Square

“I first designed and published the Sunny 
Sunflowers circle motif  in October 2011. In 
early 2020 I decided to update the pattern by 
adding a few extra rounds to change it from a 
circular motif  to a square so that it would be 
perfect for making cushion covers or blankets. 
If  you enjoy this pattern and would like to show 
your appreciation,  please make a donation to 
your local Samaritans or Mental Health and 
Wellbeing Charities. 

I wish you many happy hours crocheting a cosy blanket from this design which has a very 
special place in my heart.”     Karen x 
 

You will need: 

4.5mm hook 
Stylecraft Special Aran yarn, 100 g balls in Saffron, 
Pistachio, Meadow, Dark Brown and Spice 

For the blanket shown in the picture, made from 
nine rows of  seven squares plus the border,  I used 
approximately: 

Spice x 7 balls,  Meadow x 4 balls, Saffron x 6 balls, 
Pistachio x 4 balls, Dark Brown x 1 ball 
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Size of  each square when completed:   
16.5cm x 16.5cm. 

Measurements and amount of  yarn required may vary 
according to your working tension and the weight and brand of  
yarn or size of  hook used. 

UK Crochet Terms used in this pattern: 
Ch = Chain 
DC = Double Crochet 
Tr = Treble 
SS = Slip Stitch 

To Make: (Step by step images from Round 3 onwards are at the bottom of  the pattern). 

Round 1:  Using 4.5mm hook and Dark Brown yarn, Ch4, join with SS to form a 
ring.  If  you prefer you can use the magic circle method instead. 

Round 2:  Ch3, Tr11 into ring, join with SS into first space. 

Round 3:  *Ch4, SS into same space, SS into next space*, repeat * to * all the way 
round. = 12 Loops 

Round 4:  Note:   You will now be working once more into Round 2.  To make it 
easier, bend each loop from the previous round forward so you can easily see where to 
insert your hook into the space. (see photograph) 
SS into first space, *Ch4, DC into next space*, repeat * to * 10 times more, Ch4, SS 
into first SS of  round to join. = 12 loops. 

Round 5:  Note:  The SS stitches in this round will be worked around the SS between each loop 
of  the previous round.  To do this you will work from behind to the front of  the loops made in Round 
3.  Poke the hook through the first loop from the back to the front then insert the hook through the 
second loop from the front to the back (both loops are on the hook, catch the yarn and drawing it 
through to complete the SS. (see photographs).  Join Saffron yellow yarn *Ch3, SS through 
two loops*, repeat * to * 11 times,  = 12 loops. 
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Round 6:  SS into first loop, Ch2, Tr5 but do not complete the last pull-through of  
yarn, instead keep the stitches on the hook until you have 6 then draw yarn through 
all 6 stitches on the hook to complete the Trebles, which forms a petal, *Ch3, Tr6 to 
form a petal into the next loop, draw yarn through all 7 stitches on the hook*, repeat 
* to * 11 times more, Ch3 and join with SS to top of  the first petal = 12 petals. 

Round 7:  SS into first loop, Ch2, Tr5 to form a petal as in the previous round, 
*Ch4, Tr6 into the next loop to form a petal*, repeat * to *  11 times more, Ch4 and 
join with SS to top of  the first petal = 12 petals . 

Round 8:  Join on Meadow green yarn, SS to first loop, Ch2 (counts as first Tr) Tr5, 
DC1 into top of  petal, *Tr6 into the next loop, DC1 into top of  petal* repeat * to * 
11 times more then SS into the top of  the first Tr of  round. 

Round 9:  Join Pistachio yarn.  Ch1 DC1 into the top of  next 5 stitches, *DC1 into 
top of  petal (forms a spike stitch), DC1 into the next 6 stitches* repeat * to * 10 times 
more, DC into top of  petal, SS into first Ch of  round. 

Round 10:  Ch2, Tr into next 5 stitches, 1Tr into top of  spike stitch of  previous 
round, DC1 into next 6 stitches, *Tr1 into top of  spike stitch, Tr1 into next 6 stitches, 
Tr1 into top of  spike stitch, Tr1 into next 6 stitches, Tr1 into top of  spike stitch, Dc1 
into next 6 stitches* repeat * to * 2 times more, Tr1 into top of  spike stitch, Tr1 into 
next 6 stitches, Tr1 into top of  spike stitch, SS into the top of  the first Tr of  round.  
Tie off. 

Round 11:  Join on Spice yarn at the top of  the Tr above the spike stitch just to the 
right hand side of  where you tied off  the previous round.  Ch5, Tr1 into the same 
place, TR1 into the next 3 stitches, DC1 into the next 14 stitches, Tr1 into the next 3 
stitches, *Tr1 into the next stitch, Ch2, Tr1 into the same place, Tr1 into the next 3 
stitches, DC 1 into the next 14 stitches, Tr1 into the next 3 stitches* repeat * to * 2 
times more, SS into the fourth Ch at start of  round to join. 

Round 12:  SS into this corner space, Ch5, Tr1 into the corner space, Tr1 into the 
next 2 stitches, DC1 into the next 18 stitches, Tr1 into the next 2 stitches, *Tr1, Ch2, 
Tr1 into the corner space, Tr1 into the next 2 stitches, DC1 into the next 18 stitches, 
Tr1 into the next 2 stitches* repeat * to * 2 times more, SS into space to end. 
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The squares can be made identically, or by switching the order of  the green yarns you 
produce two slightly different squares.   This looks great when joined together in an 
alternating sequence across the blanket or cushion cover. 

Join the squares together by working in DC into each stitch along the edge of  two 
adjoining squares (see photo).  I like to join squares to each other while the yarn is still 
attached to a square which has just been completed because this reduces the number 
of  tails that need to be sewn in later on. 

Blanket Border Pattern: 

Round 1:  Join orange yarn into the corner space of  
the first square at the corner of  the blanket. Ch3 (acts 
as first Tr) Tr1 Ch2 Tr2 into the same space, Tr1 into 
next two stitches, *DC1 into each of  the stitches along 
the edge of  this first square until you reach the space 
at the corner of  this first square, Tr2 into this corner 
space, Tr1 into the seam joining this square with the 
next square, Tr2 into corner space of  this next 
square*, repeat *to* until you reach the next corner of  
the blanket but stopping before the final two stitches 
before the corner space, DC1 into next two stitches, 
Tr2 Ch2 Tr2 into corner space, Tr1 into next two 
stitches, repeat * to *.  Continue in this way around the edge of  the blanket, closing 
the round with a SS into the top of  the first Tr at the start of  the round. 

Round 2:  SS into the corner space, Ch2 (acts as first DC), DC1 Ch2 DC2 into this 
corner space, DC1 into each stitch along the edge of  the blanket until you reach to 
next corner, DC2 Ch2 DC2 into the corner space. Continue in this way around the 
edge of  the blanket, closing the round with a SS into the top of  the first DC at the 
start of  the round and tie off  yarn. 

Round 3:  Join brown yarn into the corner space, Ch2 (acts as first DC), DC1 Ch2 
DC2 into this corner space; *Ch1, skip a space, DC1 into next space* repeat *to* 
until you reach the next corner, Ch1 then DC2 Ch2 DC 2 into the corner space.  
Continue in this way around the edge of  the blanket, closing the round with a SS into 
the top of  the first DC at the start of  the round and tie off  yarn. 
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Round 4:  Join green yarn into the corner space, Ch2 (acts as first DC), DC1 Ch2 
DC2 into this corner space; *Ch1, DC1 into next space* repeat *to* until you reach 
the next corner, Ch1 then DC2 Ch2 DC 2 into the 
corner space.  Continue in this way around the edge 
of  the blanket, closing the round with a SS into the 
top of  the first DC at the start of  the round and tie off  
yarn. 

Rounds 5 and 6:  Join orange yarn and repeat as for 
round 4, but instead of  tying off  yarn at the end of  
round 5, begin round 6 with a SS into the corner 
space then Ch2 (acts as first DC), DC1 Ch2 DC2 into 
this corner space. 

You can add even more repeats of  round 4 to make 
the border as broad and as varied in colour changes as you like. 

Project ideas if  you don't want to make a blanket or cushion cover:   

Crochet the central circular 
motif  (comprised of  the 
sunflower and rounds of  green) 
to make a doily, pot holder or 
mat.  A napkin ring can be 
made by folding the circle in 
half,  stitching a small section 
of  the curved edge so that it 
forms a tube shape. 

Whatever you make I wish you lots of  creative magic and enjoyment. 
Love, 
Karen x 
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I’d love to see what you make so please remember to tag me in your social media 
posts using #weediflowercreations 

If  you have enjoyed using this pattern i’d love it if  you would make a 
donation to your local Samaritans or Mental Health and Wellbeing 
Charities.   Alternatively you can make your donation on my Ko-fi account 
at  https://ko-fi.com/weediflowercreations  and I will make the donation 
on your behalf.
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